COATINGS, SEALERS & ANTI-GRAFFITI SYSTEMS
and other critical assets in the Municipal, Commercial and Industrial sectors.

FLOOR COATINGS

SEALERS

ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS

As in-house formulators and manufacturers,

Long lasting and high performing, ACP

Our anti-graffiti line is in a class by itself.

we are able offer an extensive line of field

Sealers protect and beautify concrete,

They have been tested and proven to be

tested and proven industrial strength

brick and other masonry surfaces.

the longest lasting, highest quality anti-

concrete coating solutions for flooring and

graffiti product on the market today. From

construction applications.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES
Acrylic Sealers

stucco to concrete to metallic surfaces,

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Our advanced “resin and solvent” sealers,

and other structures all over the world.

Epoxy Coatings

are formulated to be “co-reactant”. Such

Full line of industry leading epoxies

proprietary material designs not only offer

Ask about our different formulas, colors

including

advanced performance, but is also a low

and finishes such as: clear, gloss, semi-

VOC product.

gloss, matte, water-based, and solvent-

moisture

mitigating

epoxy

coatings and a variety of colors and textures
for designer residential applications.
Polyaspartics Coatings
Polyaspartics are ideal for UV durability
and chemical resistance. Different solids
content options for different applications
are available.
Urethane/Hybrid Coatings
Specify our Polyester Urethane coating
for extreme chemical resistance or our

our products are being used on buildings

based.

Penetrating Sealers
Our non film forming sealers penetrate
and

protect

concrete

from

water,

efflorescence, salt, abrasions, and more.
Moisture penetration is blocked through
a targeted chemical reaction.
Water-Based Sealers
Our water-based sealer formulas lead
the industry in low VOC emissions and
ultimate application versatility.

Urethane Cement for industrial kitchen

PRODUCT CATEGORIES
Premium Polyester System
A permanent anti-graffiti coating system
which enables 35 years of protection or
more.
“Spray Away” Coating System
After years of R&D, our team has developed
a single component, permanent, antigraffiti coating that allows you to easily

applications. If you are looking to

In fact, these sealers outperform most

spray off graffiti and requires no special

increase your productivity, ask about

solvent-based sealers on the market.

graffiti remover or harmful chemicals.

RC100, a product based on “Michael

Surfaces are typically protected for 10 or

Addition” technology, and developed for

more years.

long pot life and exceptionally fast cure
times to complete jobs in half the time and
with half the risk.

CHECK OUT THESE CASE STUDIES
WHERE OUR PRODUCTS HAVE
BEEN PUT TO THE TEST:

From More Durable Floor Coating

Problem
Even though laundry detergents are used
to clean clothes, the chemicals in raw form
are pretty harsh. When spilled on the floor
of a detergent factory, combined with
heavy foot traffic and rolling machinery,
the floor’s finish will suffer if not properly
protected. In one such case, a Utah based
laundry detergent factory owner needed
to re-coat the floors since the original
coating began failing shortly after its
application.
Solution
To address the owner’s need for a long
lasting coating, ACP recommended
K100FLEX, a low viscosity, high-solids
aliphatic polyisocyanate hardener and
polyaspartic coating system. K100FLEX
is a self-leveling coating that features
excellent adhesion and high-film build. It
is recommended for both decorative and
protective applications due to its extreme
durability and chemical resistance. To
ensure longer performance, ACP E240,
a deep penetrating moisture mitigation
epoxy, was applied as a base coat. To date,
there is no noticeable wear and tear on the
K100FLEX coated floor.

Construction Supply Company
Switches to ACP Low VOC
Sealers For Ease of Application and
Sharp Appearance.
Problem
Extremely stringent VOC regulations forced
a regional construction supply company
that sells to contractors throughout the
western United States, to sell low quality,
low VOC solvent or water-based sealers.
They dried too fast, left “spider webs”
when applied, and lacked the quality finish
achieved with acrylic concrete sealers.
Solution
ACP L140 and L150 are solvent-based
non-yellowing, low VOC, acrylic sealers
used to address problems caused by fastdrying low VOC sealers. These sealers
meet the strictest VOC standards, and
apply evenly and smoothly for an
exceptional finish. Since switching to these
A C P Industrial sealers, the customer
has earned newfound trust with its
contractors by going above and beyond
to find a low VOC sealing solution that
performs at a high level, while meeting the
demands of its customers.

Railway Company Tests and Approves

Trains have long been a favorite target
of graffiti artists. Prior to a railway
company investing in our A C P AntiGraffiti System we were asked to test its
effectiveness. These are the results:
A locomotive fuel tank was generously
tagged with Rustoleum ® black and
red paint at 90°F. Paint thickness was
approximately 5 mils. The total effected
area was approximately 10 sq. ft. The tank
car then sat for nearly two weeks to allow
the paint to thoroughly dry.
Paint Removal
After two weeks, the paint was effectively
removed with A C P
AG400 AntiGraffiti Wash. Conveniently packaged in
a sprayable container, it took less than 30
minutes and than one bottle of AG400 to
remove the graffiti and restore the rail car
finish to its original condition.
Steps To Removal
1. Spray affected area with AG400.
2. Allow AG400 to penetrate paint.
3. Lightly scrub area with soft, nylon brush.
4. Rinse area with clean water.
5. Wipe area with clean rag or cloth.

americancoatingproducts.com

